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Double loop networks have been widely studied as practical and reliable computer networks. 
Let N denote the number of stations in a double loop network. The literature has proposed a
topology which yields the diameter 2V~. In this paper we give a heuristic method which finds a 
topology with diameter roughly 3~ for large N. We also give several infinite classes of values 
of N for which topologies are found that achieve the lower bound [V~]  - 2 for the diameter. 
1. Introduction 
A double loop network with N stations is a digraph with N nodes 
{0 ,1 , . . . ,N - I}  and 2N arcs {i--->i+l,i--->i+s:i=O, 1 . . . ,N -1}  where 
nodes are always represented by residues modulo N. s is called the skip distance, 
which characterizes a double loop network. The first double loop network, with 
s = N - 1, was proposed by Liu [2] and called a distributed double loop computer 
network. Later Grnarov, Kleinrock and Gerla [1] proposed the double loop 
network with s = N - 2 which they call a daisy chain. The diameter of a double 
loop network is defined as the largest distance between any ordered pair of 
stations. Thus a largediameter signifies a possible long delay for communicating 
between the two stations. The problem is to determine s to minimize the diameter 
d(N, s). 
Let Ix1 ([x]) denote the smallest (largest) integer not smaller (larger) than x. 
Wong and Coppersmith [5] gave the lower bound d(N, s)>~ [3~]  -2  and also 
gave an interesting example d(16, 7 )=5 which achieves the lower bound. 
However, it is not known whether this bound can be achieved for larger values of 
N, and if so, then for which values of s. Instead, Wong and Coppersmith 
recommended the skip distance s = [V~J which induces d(N, [V~J )= r2v~] - 
2. Raghavendra nd Gerla [3], Raghavendra, Gerla and Parker [4] also studied 
the skip distance s = [V~]. Unaware of the d(16, 7)= 5 example of Wong and 
Coppersmith, Raghavendra et al. thought hat the skip distance [V~] might be 
optimal. In this paper we show that the (16, 7) ring is not an isolated example by 
giving several infinite classes of values of N for which the lower bound [ 3~1 - 2 
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is achievable. We also give several results of the type d(N, s )= d(N, s'), thus 
reducing much efforts in searching for the optimal skip distance. Finally, we give 
a simple heuristic which yields a diameter with the leading term 3~,  matching 
the leading term of the lower bound. 
2. Some preliminary remarks 
Since a double loop network is point symmetric, it suffices to study the distance 
from node 0 to all other nodes to obtain the diameter. Wong and Coppersmith 
gave the following construction of a pattern for those distances. 
"In the first quadrant (x >t 0, y I> 0) of the Euclidean plane, we proceed to fill 
the lattice points (i.e., x, y being integers) with the points reachable from 0 in 0 
step, 1 step, 2 steps, and so on. Note that to reach a point only the total number 
of l 's and the total number of s's are material, not their ordering. At the lattice 
point (x,y)  we fill in the value k determined by the equations x l+ys=k 
(mod n), meaning that in a total of x + y steps the point k can be reached. In 
general, we proceed in the following manner: Start from the origin (0, 0), then 
the line (1, 0), (0, 1), and then the line (2, 0), (1, 1), (0, 2), and so on. At each 
point (x, y) if the value k has not appeared so far, we write it down, otherwise we 
just leave a blank. We stop when all values of k, i.e., k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, have 
been accounted for." 
Figure 1 shows such a construction for N = 16 and s = 7. 
12 13 
5 6 
14 15 
7 8 9 10 11 
0 1 2 3 4 
Fig. 1. The pattern N = 16 and s = 7. 
Wong and Coppersmith proved the following lemma. 
Lemma. The filled pattern is always of  the form shown in Fig. 2 where m >i O, 
n~>0, p>0 and q>0.  Define dl = m + p + q - 2, d2 = q + n + m - 2. Then 
clearly the diameter d = max{d1, d2}. 
It is easily verified from the construction that each row consists of consecutive 
integers from left to fight and each column consists of an arithmetic progression 
with jump s from bottom to top. Let R(x) denote the residue of x modulo N 
(remember nodes are represented by the set of residues modulo N). Then 
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f it 
Fig. 2. The general pattern. 
Column 0 consists of R(0), R(s) ,  R (2s ) , . . . ,  R ( (h  - 1)s). We now determine h, 
the height of the column. 
Le~ma 1. h is the smallest i such that R ( is ) < i + 1. 
Proof. Suppose that R(is) < i + 1. Then R(is) will appear in (R(is), O) before it 
appears in (0, i) according to the order of the construction. Hence R(is) is not in 
Column 0. Next suppose that R(js) are in Column 0 for j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  i - 1 and 
R(is) I> i + 1. We prove R(is) is also in Column 0. Suppose to the contrary that 
there exists a pair (x, y) satisfying x l  + ys = R(is), x/> 1 and x + y ~< i. Then 
i>y>~l  since y=0 forces x=R( is )> i .  But then R(( i -1 )s )  cannot be in 
Column 0 since it appears in (x ,y -1 )  first, a contradiction to our 
assumption. [] 
Lemma 2. Let R(zs )= Z be the largest residue and Y be the smallest nonzero 
residue in Column O. Then m = N - Z, n = h - z, p = Y + Z - N and q = z. 
Proof. Wong and Coppersmith showed that the lattice point (q + 1, m + 1) must 
contain the residue zero. Hence the residue Z must be at row q + 1 or q = z. 
They also showed that the lattice point (0, m + p) must contain a residue which 
appears in Column O. If it were not Y, then Y would also appear in a lattice point 
(0, j) for some 0 < j  < m + p, a contradiction to the fact that all residues in the 
general pattern are distinct. [] 
Lemma 3. Let N = as + b, 1 <- b <~ s and let t =/ (s  - 2)/(a + b)J. f f  s i> (t + 1)b, 
then 
(i) h = (t + 1)a + 1, 
(ii) R(as) = as is the largest residue and s - tb is the smallest residue in Column 
O, 
(ii i) d l  = a + s - tb - 2, d 2 = ( t  + 1)a + b - 1. 
l~roof. (i) Since s > 1, to find the first i such that R( /s)< i + 1 we need only 
check those i for which R( / s )<R( ( i -  1)s), i.e., N<~R(( i  + 1)s)+s. The first 
candidate  is i = a + 1 s ince as < N ~< (a + 1)s. If R( (a  + 1)s) = s - b < a + 2, then 
h = a + 1; otherwise h > a + 1 and we proceed to the next candidate i = 2a + 1. In 
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general, we can prove by induction that for 2 ~ t' ~< t + 1, 
R( t 'as )  + s - N - R({(t '  - 1)a + 1}s) + as - N = s - t 'b  >t O, 
and hence R({t 'a  + 1}s) = s - t 'b .  Furthermore,  t + 1 > (s - 2)/(a + b) implies 
that s - (t + 1)b < (t + 1)a + 2, hence h = (t + 1)a + 1. 
(ii) The sequence of nonzero residues in Column 0 can be partit ioned into 
t + 1 increasing subsequences where the ith subsequence consists of {s - ib, 2s - 
ib , . . . ,  as - ib} .  Hence clearly, R(as)  = as is the largest residue and s - tb is the 
smallest nonzero residue of Column 0. 
(iii) Using (i), (ii) and Lemma 2, 
d I -- Y+z -2=s  - tb  +a -2 ,  
dE=h+N-Z-2=(t+ l )a+l+N-as -2=( t+ l )a+b-1 .  [] 
3. A heur ist ic  
For N >i 3 set ao = LV 3NJ So--- [(N - 1)/aoJ, and bo = N - aoso. Then it is easily 
verified that 1 ~< bo ~< ao. Define A = So - 3ao. Throughout  the rest of the section 
we assume N >I 12 or equivalently, ao >12, for easier presentation. 
Lemma 4. -1  ~< A ~< 6. 
Proof.  We first prove that [ 3~]  - 1 ~<So ~< [ 3~]  + 3, and then 0~ < [ 3~1 - 
3ao ~< 2. 
Define q = VlaN - ao. Then 0 <~ q < 1. 
- [ ao ] : +  ]ao 
< 3(ao+q)  +3 + ~ [~-N]  + 4. 
On the other hand 
So l  ao+q,-lJ  
3ao(ao + q)  + 3aoq + 3q 2 - 1] 
ao 
Next we write ~ = 3x + y + z,  where x and y are nonnegative integers, y ~< 2, 
and 0<~z <1.  Then vr~=x + ½(y + z). Hence 
Lx/a-NJ - 3 [VlaN] = 3x + y - 3x = y. 
Lemma 4 is proved by noting 0 ~< y ~< 2. [] 
Define A = So + ao - bo - 2, go = 2ao + bo - 1 and 
c = fo - go = So - ao - 2bo - 1 >t 2(ao - bo - 1). 
If to = [(So - 2)/(ao + bo)] = 1, then fo = all, and go = d2. Suppose that c < 0. Then 
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bo = ao, 3ao - 1 ~< s ~< 3ao and to = 1. Hence go = 3ao - 1 is the diameter. We will 
show in Section 4 (Theorems 5 and 6) that this diameter is the smallest possible. 
Now suppose that c i> 0 (which is usually the case). Then A would be the 
diameter if to = 1. Note that for bo small j~ approaches 4ao = 4 L~3NJ which is not 
so good. What  we will do is to perturb the values of ao, bo and So such that c t> 0 
and t = 1 are satisfied while the diameter f is reduced. 
Define a k = ao - k, s k = S O + 3k for any integer k. Then b k " -  n - akS k = bo + 
3k2+ Ak.  We also define 
fk  ~- Sk dr" ak - bk  -- 2 = fo - 3k2 - (A  - 2)k, 
gk -- 2ak + bk -- 1 = go + 3k 2 + (A - -  2)k. 
Let K be the 
straightforward 
inequality 
max{0, 16[~/(A - 2) 2 + 6c -  (A - 2)] - 1} <~ K ~< -~[~/(A -- 2) 2 + 6c-- (A - 2)], 
positive integer such that f r>~gr  but fK+l  <gK+l -  Then it is 
to solve for g = [i6[~/(A -- 2) 2 + 6c--  (A --2)] J .  By using the 
it is straightforward to verify 
Lemma 5.  For  c < 2(A  + 1), K = O. For  c >I 2(A  + 1), 
½c - ~/(A - 2) 2 + 6c + 3 < 3K 2 + (A - 2)K ~< ½c. 
Theorem 1. For  c >I 0 and N >1 6348, d(N,  sK) = fK. 
Proof.  Theorem 1 can be concluded from Lemma 3 if the following three 
conditions are verified: 
(i) br  <<- s r  (so that N = ars r  + br  is a valid expression), 
(ii) ar  + br  + 2 <<- s r  < 2(at  + br )  + 2 and 2br  <~ sr  (so that to = 1), 
(iii) ar  + 2br  + 1 <-sr  (so that d(N,  s t )  =J r ) .  
Note that it suffices to prove ar  + 2br  + 1 <~ sr  < 2(at  + br )  + 2. 
s r  - a r  - 2br  - 1 = So + 3K  - ao + K - 2(bo + 3K 2 + AK)  - 1 
= So - ao -- 2bo - 213K 2 + (A -- 2)K] 
1> So - ao - 2bo - c - 1 = 0. 
On the other hand, if c >I 2(A + 1), then 
2(at  + br )  + 2 - Sr  = 2(ao - K + bo + 3K 2 -I- AK)  + 2 - So - 3K  
= 2ao + 2bo - So + 213K 2 + (A - 2)K] - K + 2 
> 2ao + 2bo - So + c - 2~/(A - 2 )  2 + 6(: 
+ 6 -- 16[~/(A - 2) 2 + 6c -  (A - 2)] + 2 
= ao - ~V(A  - 2)  2 + 6c  4- 16A h- 2~3 
~> ao - ~V'12ao + 34 + ~ > 0, for ao >I 46 or N I> 6348. 
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If c < 2(A + 1), then 
2(ar  + br)  + 2 - s r  = 2(ao + bo) + 2 - So = ao + 1 - c 
> ao + 1 + 2(A + 1) i> 0 for ao I> 13 or N t> 507. [] 
Theorem 2. For c >- O, f r  < 3~ + 2(3N)~ + A - 1. 
Proof. 
fK ~<3~- ½c + ~/(A - 2) 2 + 6c -  3 = ½(So + 3ao-  9) + ~/(A -- 2) 2 + 6c 
< 3ao -- 1 + VA 2 + 12ao < 3~ + 2(3N) 1 + A -- 1. [] 
Example.  Let N=30001.  Then ao=100,  So=300, bo=l  and A=0.  We 
calculate 
c = So - ao - 2bo-  1 = 197 and K = [!6[~/(A - 2) 2 + 6c - (A - 2)]J = 6. 
Therefore a6 = 94, s6 = 318, b6 = 109 and the diameter is f6 = 301. Note that the 
lower bound is [V~]  - 2 = 299. 
We can improve the performance of the heuristic by also computing the largest 
negative number k such that fg>~gg but f k_ l~g~(_ l  . Then we select K or /~ 
depending on which of f r  and fR is smaller. Another  perturbat ion technique is to 
take a = ao, s = So - 1 and b = bo + ao. Then it is easily verified that t = 1 and the 
diameter is min{so - bo - 3, 3ao + bo - 1} which works well for small b0 as in the 
example. 
4. Some classes of N achieving lower bounds 
Theorem 3. Let N = a 2 + 2ab + a + b, where a >1 b >t 1 and 3(a + b) > (a - b) 2. 
Then d(N, a + 2b + 1)= [ 3~]  - 2. 
Proof.  Express N = a(a + 2b + 1) + b in the standard form. Then a + b + 2 ~< s = 
a + 2b + 1 < 2(a + b) + 2. Hence t = 1. Furthermore we have s >i 2b. By Lemma 
3, d l= s + a - b - 2 = 2a + b - 1 = d E. We need to show 3~ > 2a + b or 3N > 
(2a + b) 2. Now 3N - (2a + b) 2 = 3(a + b) - (a - b) 2 > 0, the proof is complete. 
[] 
Examples. N= 5, 11, 16, 19, 26, 29, 33, 38, 41, 47 , . . .  
Theorem 4. Let N = 3w 2 + (3u + 1)w - v ,  where 
w~ l, fo ru=v=- l ,  
w > ~(9U 2 + 7), for  u odd and v = ½(u + 1), 
w > 13u2 + v, for u even and ½u <~ v <- ½u + 1. 
Then d(N, 3w) = IvY1 - 2. 
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ProoL Write N=(w+u)3w+w-v ,  i .e., a=w+u,  b=w-v .  Using the 
conditions on w, it is easily verified that a + b + 2 < s < 2(a + b) + 2 and 2b ~< s. 
By Lemma 3, dl = 3w + u + v - 2, d2 = 3w + 2u - v - 1. Clearly 
f3w + u +v-  2, 
d(N, 3w) L 3w+2u-v -1 ,  
We consider three cases: 
if v ~ ½(u + 1), 
if v ~< ½(u + 1). 
(i) u = v= -1 ,  3N = (3w - 1) 2 + 2 > (3w - 1) 2. Therefore 
[ 3~] -21>3w-2=d(N,  3w) f> [ 3~1-2 .  
(ii) u odd, 
3u-  3N=(3w+3U-1)2+[6w-3v- (3u21)2]  (3w + 1)2 
Therefore 
[ 3~] -2 - - -  >3w+½(3u-1) - l=d(N,3w)>~[  3~] -2 ,  
(iii) u even, 
3N = (3w + 3u)2 + [3w - 3v - (3u)2] > (3w + 3u)2. 
Therefore [3~]  - 2/> 3w + 3u - 1 = d(N, 3w), forv = ½uandv = ½u + 1. 
for v = ½(u + 1). 
[] 
Examples. N = 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30, 36, 38, 40, 41, 
50, . . .  
Theorem 5. Let N = 3w 2. Then d(N, 3w - 1) = 3w - 1/s  the smallest diameter. 
Proof. Wong and Coppersmith showed that the bound [VC3N]- 2 is achieved 
when m, n, p, q (in Fig. 2) are as close as possible in the solution 
mn + pq + mq = N. For N = 3w 2 the bound is achieved only if m = n = p = q = 
w. But Wong and Coppersmith also show that n and q must be relatively pr ime 
for any (N, s) ring. Therefore IVY-N] -2  = 3w-  2 is not an achievable bound, 
i.e., d(N, s) >I 3w - 1. 
Lets=3w-1 ,  a=b=winN=as+b.  Thena+b+2<~s<2(a+b)+2and 
s I> 2b. Hence dl = 3w - 3 and d E = 3w - 1. Therefore d(N, 3w - 1) = d E = 3w - 1. 
[] 
Examples. N = 3, 12, 27, 48. 
Theorem 5 was first conjectured by Hsu who also gave the following result. 
Theorem 6. Let N = 3w 2 + 3w. Then d(N, 3w + 2) = IVY-N] - 2. 
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Proof. Let s = 3w + 2, a = b = w. It is easily verified that a + b + 2 <~ s < 2(a + 
b) + 2 and 2b ~< s. Therefore dl = 3w, d2 = 3w - 1, and d(N, 3w + 2) = 3w. Now 
[v r~]  - 2 = [~/9w 2 + 6w1 - 2 = 3w - 2. [] 
Examples. N = 6, 18, 36 , . . .  
The values of N ~ 50 which are not covered by Theorems 3-6  are {7, 10, 15, 
20, 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 34, 35, 37, 39, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 49}. 
5. Equivalent skip distances 
For given N let D(N, s) denote the sequence Xl ,  X2 ,  . . . , Xd(N,s) , where Xk is 
the number  of vertices j such that the distance from 0 to ] is k. Two skip distances 
s and s'  are called equivalent if D(N, s) = D(N, s'). Clearly, D(N, s) = 
D(N, s')=>d(N, s )= d(N, s'). So if we want to find the s which minimizes 
d(N, s) by brute force, we need compute for only one s f rom each equivalent 
class. 
Theorem 7. D ( N , s) = D ( N,  N + 1 - s ). 
Proof.  Let P~ denote the pattern for the (N, s) ring, let Fk(S) denote the kth 
element (0 is the first element) of Column 0 of P~, and let h(s) denote the height 
of P~. Before we prove Theorem 7, we need several emmas. 
Lemma 6. h(s) = h(N  + 1 - s). 
Proof.  We prove Lemma 6 by showing that Fk(S)>I k if and only if Fk(N + 1 -  
s) ~> k. Suppose that rN > (k - 1)s i> (r - 1)N for some r = 1, 2, . . . .  Then 
Fk(S) = R((k - 1)s) = (k - 1)s - (r - 1)N. 
Hence 
Fk(S)>>-k~k +s-ks -  1 <- ( r -  1)N. 
Now 
rN > (k - 1)s ~ - rN  < s - ks 
:~ , - rN<k+s-ks -1 ,  since k >~ 1. 
It follows 
Fk(N q- 1 - s) = R((k - 1)(1 - s)) = k + s - ks - 1 - ( - rN)  
> k - 1, since rN > (k - 1)s. 
Therefore Fk(N + 1 - s) >1 k. If we define s'  = N + 1 - s, then s = N + 1 - s'. The 
above argument hen shows 
Fk(N+ l - -s)=Fk(S' )>~kx)}Fk(N + l - s ' )=Fk(S)>~k.  [] 
Lemma 7. 
Proof. 
k-1 .  
Denote h(s)  = h(N  + 1 - s) = h. We next prove 
Lemma 8. Fk(S) + Fh+z--k(S) = R(hs )  + N. 
Proof. R(Fk(S)  + Fh+z-k(S)) = R( (k  - 1)S + (h + 1 - k)s)  = R(hs) .  
Lemma 8 follows from the following observation: 
2U > Fk(s) + Vh+z_k(S) >~ k + h + Z-  k = h + Z> R(hs) .  [] 
Lemma 9. Suppose ] > k and Fj(s) > Fk(S). Then Fj(s) - Fk(S) > j -- k. 
Proof. R(Fj(s)  + Fl(s)) = R( ( j  - ls)  = R(Vk(S) + V~+~_k(S)). 
Since 
2N > N + R( ( j  - 1)s) = N + FI(S) + Fj(s) 
> Fj+l-k(S) + Vk(S) >0,  
necessarily Fj+l-k(S) + Fk(S) = R( ( j  - 1)s) = Fl(s) + Fj(s). Thus 
F j ( s ) -  Vk(s )= Vj+l_k(S) - F,(s) >>-j + 1 -  k. [] 
Lemma 10. Fj(s) > Fk(S)~F j (N  + 1 -s )<Fk(N + l - s )  
Proof. 
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Fk(s) + Fk(N + 1 -  s) = N + k -1 .  
Fk(s) + Fk(N + 1 - s) = (k  - 1)s - ( r -  1)N + (k - 1)(1 - s) + rN  = N + 
[] 
By Lemmas 7 and 9, 
Fk(N + 1 - s) - F j (N + 1 - s) = N + k - 1 - Fk(S) -- (N  + j - 1) + Fj(s) 
=Fj(s)-Fk(s)-(i-k)>O. [] 
Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 8. (ii) follows from (i), Lemmas 10 and 7. (iii) 
follows from Lemma 7. [] 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 7. By Lemma 2 we can construct he two 
patterns for (N, s) and (N, N + 1 - s )  as in Fig. 3. Partition the two patterns into 
three rectangles, A, B and C such that A = (N - Z) x (h - z + 1). B = (N + z + 
R(hs) - h - Z - 1) x (z - 1) and C = (z - 1) x (h - z + 1). By noticing that the 
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Lemma 11. Let maxk Fk(s )= Fz(s) = Z. Then 
(i) mink Fk(S) = Fh+E-z(S) = R(hs )  + N-  Z, 
(ii) maxk Fk(N + 1 - s) = Fh+2-z(N + 1 - s) = Z + h + 1 - z - R (hs) ,  
(iii) mink Fk(N + 1 - s) = Fz (N  + 1 - s) = N + z - 1 - Z. 
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B 
Fig. 3. The (N, s) pattern and the (N, N + 1 - s )  pattern. 
distance from node 0 to the closest node in A(B) is the same for both patterns a
1-1 mapping between nodes in the two patterns (with distance to node 0 
invariant) can be easily formed. [] 
Theorem 8. Suppose that N+ k--SlS 2 with k~<min{sl, S2}. Then D(N, s~) = 
D(N, s2). 
Proof. Let N = alsl + bl = a2s 2 + b2, 0 ~< b I < S 1, 0 <~ b 2 < S 2. Then s I - -  ba = s2 - 
b2 = k <~min{si, s2}. Hence (N, Sl) pattern and the (N, s2) pattern are both a 
sa x s2 rectangle minus a 1 x k row (column) at the far corner. It is easily verified 
that D(N, Sl) = D(N, s2). (The special case k = 1 is due to Hsu). [] 
6. Conclusions 
We gave a heuristic which determines a skip distance s such that d(N, s) has a 
leading term 3~ as opposed to the leading term 2V~ given in the literature. 
This represents a thirteen percent reduction in diameter. Although we proved this 
result only for large N, the heursitic actually works well for almost all values of 
N. Thus we believe the uncertainty about the superiority of this heuristic for small 
N is rather technical than real. We also gave several infinite classes of values of N 
such that the lower bound [3N-  2] can be achieved. Finally, we proved that 
d(N, s) = d(N, N + 1 - s), thus one needs at most compute diameters for half of 
the skip distances to find the optimal one. 
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